Mr. Matthew Schroeder  
Federation of American Scientists  
1717 K Street NW #209  
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Schroeder,

I am writing to respond to your Freedom of Information Act request for all records, reports, transcripts, minutes, appendixes, working papers, drafts, studies, other documents, or photographs of the "surface-to-air missile launcher and platform" seized by Multi-National Division - North from one of nine weapons caches discovered north of Nuqdadiyah during Operation Iron Reaper, conducted 8-11 Dec 07.

Pursuant to procedures established in 5 U.S.C. 552, Freedom of Information Act and DOD 5400.7-R, Department of Defense FOIA Program, we conducted a thorough and good faith search for responsive documents. We located one responsive document entitled "Photo--SAM Launcher" which is attached below. I am releasing the document in its entirety.

If you have any questions regarding this FOIA request, please contact my FOIA Requester Service Center at (813) 827-1810 and refer to USCENTCOM FOIA # 08-0141 when inquiring.

Sincerely,

ROBERT H. BENNETT, YC-03, DAFC  
Chief, Resources and Analysis Division

Enclosure:  
1. Photo--SAM Launcher